The Inaugural

RISK LEADERSHIP
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM

Meet the Class:
CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST

RAMONA CHAPMAN | VIRGINIA DEPT. OF HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
"My participation will enable me to develop a risk
management curriculum for nonprofit leaders with
low capacity in this area. I'm currently guiding my
agency in developing a risk assessment tool and a
risk management plan, and this certificate will lend
greater credibility to my work as I learn best practices."

ASSOC. DIRECTOR, RISK MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

AARON ACHARYA | AMERICAN JEWISH WORLD SERVICE

"In this program, I want to explore ways of inculcating a risk aware
culture and fostering informed risk taking at AJWS. I also want to
develop risk communication skills in order to foster effective risk
management and oversight between our staff and leadership teams."

JOE BUDZYNSKI |

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT & CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA

"This program will help expand my network of risk management
professionals and enable me to apply best practices to my own
organization. I see this as a change in culture for VOA, so I want
expertise in change management in the area of risk management,
in order to gain staff trust and build risk awareness."

The NRMC team thanks our
committed Platinum Sponsors
for making this program possible.

Meet the Class:
MIRANDA HORA |

SENIOR MANAGER, GLOBAL OPERATIONS
HELEN KELLER INTERNATIONAL

"I want to become a risk management expert. As an operations
professional working in the international NGO environment,
I believe risk management is essential to the many decisions
we must make in today's rapidly changing environment.
I want to integrate risk awareness into HKI's decision making
and ask "what if" questions that challenge assumptions,
helping our organization to prepare for different outcomes."

MARTIN KRAUS |

DIRECTOR OF FINANCE & SERVICE CENTER
UNBOUND

"Being good stewards of our donors' contributions has always
been one of Unbound’s core values. Identifying and managing
organizational risks are key components of effective stewardship.
I look forward to learning alongside my engaged peers in this
inaugural program, and I plan to use this experience to further
formalize Unbound’s risk management program."

MITCH MOUCHABECK |

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF RISK MANAGEMENT
YMCA OF METRO ATLANTA

"I hope to elevate our risk management program to the
next level by designing and implementing an Enterprise Risk
Management program, deepening our risk culture and risk
awareness, and enhancing risk reporting to executive leaders."

BARRETT LEAHY |

DIVISIONAL VICE PRESIDENT
GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE GROUP

"I bring a special perspective to this program because
GAIG insures thousands of nonprofits. Rather than a
deep dive into the risk management of one business,
I've taken a shallow dive into thousands. I want to better
serve the nonprofit community by increasing the role
that risk management plays in the culture in my division."

Track the work and outcomes of our Risk Leadership Certificate Program participants at:
www.nonprofitrisk.org/consulting/risk-leadership-certificate-program

